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Mother‘s day is a special day, for all children and mothers as; it celebrates the bond
of love and affection that is everlasting. Mothers are the emotional backbone of the
family, who have the magic touch to heal all wounds and make all things beautiful.
The students of Pre-Nursery of Delhi Public School celebrated this special occasion
virtually with their mothers. The event was held on the 7th of May, as mothers
were specially invited to spend a memorable day filled with activities and fun. A
host of performances were planned to honour and appreciate all mothers. Mother‘s
day cards, messages and photographs all adorned the venue. The day ended with
all mothers and children, enjoying themselves and taking back fond memories of a
day well spent.
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On May 09, 2021 our young DIPsites celebrated Mother‘s Day with great zeal and
pomp. Our little munchkins turned into the youngest make-up artists for

their

mothers. The virtual celebration began with a dance followed by fun games like
fastest finger first, guess the movie by joining the emojis and quizzes, which the
mothers thoroughly enjoyed. Mothers also shared their best moment with their
child. Mothers appreciated the efforts of teachers. In all, it was day filled with
laughter, happy moments and Joy!!!
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A mother is she who can take the place of all others but whose place no one else can
take.' ~ Cardinal Mermillod
The bond between a mother and her child is inexplicable. To celebrate the same
bond of affection and love, the students of KG participated in the celebrations with
a lot of emotions and merriment. To express their love and respect for their
mothers the children sang songs and shared how they would make their mother
happy.
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GradeI
―
Mommy, I love you
For all that you do.
I‘ll kiss you and hug you
‘Cause you love me, too.
You feed me and need me
To teach you to play,
So smile ‘cause I love you
On this Mother‘s Day. ‖
Wishing all the wonderful mother‘s a very happy and healthy Mother‘s Day.
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GradeII
Students of grade II expressed their love for mom by spending quality time with
them. They expressed their care and love by helping them in their household work
and they made their mothers feel special by making beautiful cards with heartfelt
messages written in them.
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GradeIII
Mom I care for you, thank you for being there with me forever…………. Students of
grades III

and IV made their mother‘s feel special by making the day special for

them in every possible way they could think of.
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Grade IV

GradeV
―
How wonderful it is to be able to

write someone a letter! To feel like
conveying your thoughts to a
person, to sit at your desk and
pick up a pen, to put your
thoughts into words like this is
truly marvelous. ‖ ― Haruki
Murakami (Norwegian Wood)
Here Grade V students of Delhi
Public

School,

Sector 84

Gurugram found an easy way to
express their views because they
knew that letters and cards can
be kept forever!
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GradeVI
A mother is someone who can fit into any role with ease but nobody else can fit
into a mother‘s role without hassles.
Taking this opportunity of the occasion the students of grade VI prepared
beautiful cards, paper flowers and gifts and expressed their feelings to make their
mothers understand what they mean to them and how important they are for
them.
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GradeVII
The day was as special as the person to whom it was dedicated. The enthusiasm and
the energy was flowing high for the scheduled activity to make the surprise gift for
the biggest support and strength of a child‘s life - OUR DEAR MOTHER AND OUR
ALL TIME INSPIRATION.
Grade 7 students knew no bounds of joy and happiness when they were asked to
prepare something special for their mother and they without even a blink of an eye
were all set to put their heart and soul into making the lovely slide show. Students
picked up the best of pictures with their mom for the slides and also penned down
their heartfelt messages expressing their everlasting, selfless love and care for their
mother……..A mother‘s life may be fraught with challenges and difficulties but she
stays undeterred in front of all adversities. That is the strength of a mother.
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GradeVIII
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Grade IX
No particular day is enough to thank the mothers for their selfless love and devotion
and difference they make in their child‘s life…
However to mark the importance of the specially dedicated day, students of grade IX
poured out their emotions on paper and presented them to the most important
person, their mother by writing a letter.
The smiles and joy on the face and pride in the eyes of the mothers on receiving the
letters is captured in this beautiful video Hats off to all the wonderful mothers who
always keep the interest of their family and more so their kids their top priority….
Happy Mother‘s day….
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The students of any generation do look up to their elders in the family and try to
imitate them. Having a role model within the family is so common and absolutely
obvious because of the bond that we as family members share with each other,
especially in our Indian culture. To make our students think a little and identify that
one member of the family who has inspired them the most, was the exercise taken up
with them on the occasion of World family day. The presentation by the Grade 6
students was quite thought provoking when they spoke about their role model from
their family. The children apart from saying a few lines about their role models also
took this opportunity to enact as them. The pride in their presentation was worth
watching.
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Wishing you a lot of happiness in this togetherness. Hold on to each other, because you
will always have your family by your side as your unconditional support system.
Bringing the precious moments together, the Grade VII students collated their old
photo albums, printed some of their vacation pictures, wedding pictures of family
members and celebration pictures and transformed them all into a beautiful family
scrapbook.
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Family is the most precious and wonderful gift of God. The amount of love you
receive from your family is underestimated. Family day is a perfect opportunity
to reconnect with all of your family members and show them how much love and
appreciation you have for them.
Students of Grade VIII made a memorable slideshow with music using the
captured pictures of their loved ones over the years. Seeing them do this activity
like artistic passionate geniuses was a delight.
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As rightly said by Michael J. Fox ―
Family is not an important thing. It‘s
everything. ‖
Students of grade IX celebrated the International Family Day by documenting
their ancestry and creating Family trees of their paternal and maternal roots.
They included the pictures of their family members and described each member‘s
personality with suitable adjectives. Overall, it was heartwarming to see the love
and devotion of the students for their families.
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―
The family is one of nature's masterpieces.‖ – George Santayana
A sweet and secure feeling comes in our mind when we think about family. Love is the
base of a happy family and care is a strong bond ,which keeps the connection among the
members of a family. Keeping all these views in mind,
The students from Grade X remembered their memories and celebrated the International
Family Day.
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“Education is the foundation
Upon which we build our future”
Amid the Covid-19 pandemic, Delhi Public School, Gurugram, celebrated its
Foundation Day on 02.05.21 virtually with great enthusiasm, fun and frolic. This
day is the birthday of Shri. Ajay Paul Lakhanpal, who is the guiding light and
source of inspiration for the school. Shri Ajay Paul Lakhanpal is the father of
Mr. Aditya Paul Lakhanpal, the Vice Pro Chairman of DPS, 84. He was a
visionary who believed that education is the key to success.
On this occasion, the little tiny tots of Pre-Nursery came up with a lovely cake
colouring activity, songs and rhymes. The students with the help of their parents
organized a beautiful birthday setup at their respective homes and celebrated the
day with candle lighting and cake cutting ceremony. It was a memorable day for
all students, teachers and parents as everyone came together to celebrate this
special day of our school history.
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Kindergarten
Students of kindergarten expressed their love for school by making attractive cards
and showed gratitude for their school.
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Grades I-V
Founder‘s day was celebrated with a lot of gaiety, joy and enthusiasm.
Commemorating the school foundation day is significant since it gives us the
chance to remind ourselves about the humble beginnings of our educational
institution. This year, children indeed made this day a big one for each one of us by
extending their heartfelt wishes in their own creative way
Children showed their love, gratitude and respect for their school by making
colourful posters and beautiful ‗Thank you notes‘, with unmatchable dedication and
creativity. They also had a virtual party with a yummy feast through fireless
cooking.

Grade I:
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